Semi-RTT
• RTT process:
where n = number of valid semi-RTT samples observed from the flow and t i is the time stamp of the ACK packet at the Gi interface.
Why micro-and macroscopic analysis?
• How individual flows see the RTT process? (Microscopic level)
• What information does the aggregate RTT process tell us? (Macroscopic level)
• Please note: We use the word 'aggregate' in two cases when we consider 1. aggregate of all TCP flows from the same mobile or 2. aggregate of all TCP flows from all of the mobiles.
Reconstruction of TCP flows
• Mobile TCP connections: GSM/GPRS and UMTS access.
• Mobile host <-> Internet host.
• All down-and upstream traffic of a TCP connection goes through the same GGSN.
• We used a program called Tstat (http://tstat.tlc.polito.it/) which reconstructs TCP connections from TCP/IP packet level data.
• Moreover, Tstat was modified slightly in order to obtain RTT processes (t i , RT T (t i )), i = 1, . . . , n of a large number of flows.
• Biased view of mobile traffic in the sense that we only present analysis of non-anomalious successful TCP connections. • A paper by Huang, Feldmann and Willinger used wavelets to detect network performance problems.
Examples of observed RTT processes
• Energy Function Plots (EFPs) using Haar wavelets showed local periodicity in the range 600ms − 5s.
• PDF of aggregate RTT processes show that the probability mass essentially lies between the same 600ms− 5s!
• The positions of spikes are due to deterministic reasons.
• The (backbone) network as a whole is not significantly congested during the busy hours. • Aggregate traffic from the same mobile.
• Group 0: The set of those mobiles that essentially did not send any data in the uplink.
• Group 1: At least one of the flows of the mobile in this group had nontrivial simultaneous uploading.
• Robust estimates of conditional expectation.
• For individual flows, self-congestion is due to simultaneous flows from same mobiles are the main reason for the observed RTT variability. • Group 0: The set of those mobiles that essentially did not send any data in the uplink.
• Group 1: At least one of the flows of the mobile in this group had a nontrivial simultaneous uploading.
